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ANEEL ARANHA FOREWORD

FOREWORD BY ANEEL ARANHA
And Jesus came and said to them, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. 19 Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name
of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 20 teaching them to observe all that I
have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, to the close of the age.”
Matthew 28:18

To Bishop Paul Hinder,
Apostolic Vicar of Southern Arabia.
A true shepherd.

Jesus commanded his disciples to “make disciples of all nations.” Though the Church began
this mission on Pentecost 2000 years ago, it is far from complete. In his encyclical “Redemptoris
Missio” Pope John Paul II wrote, “As the second millennium after Christ’s coming draws to an end,
an overall view of the human race shows that this mission is still only beginning and that we
must commit ourselves wholeheartedly to its service. It is the Spirit who impels us to proclaim
the great works of God: “For if I preach the Gospel, that gives me no ground for boasting. For
necessity is laid upon me. Woe to me if I do not preach the Gospel!” (1 Corinthians 9:16)
Ever since my conversion several years ago, I too, like Paul, have felt the necessity of preaching
the Gospel. This burden laid upon my heart has taken me to several countries around the world
where I have preached to hundreds of thousands of people under the banner of Holy Spirit
Interactive (HSI), the ministry I started soon after my conversion. (It has since been recognized by
Bishop Paul Hinder, Apostolic Vicar of Southern Arabia, as an Association of Faith and Outreach,
and has received the endorsement of several other Bishops around the world.)
During the course of my travels I came across many men and women who expressed a
similar desire to share what they know about God and his tremendous love for them. I realized,
however, that despite their great spirit of enthusiasm and zeal, many of them lacked the formation
required to ably teach the Gospel, and even if they did have adequate knowledge, they lacked
the opportunity to do so. This led me to develop the concept of a six month long training
program that would educate people about the Catholic faith with three main purposes in mind:
to understand it, to defend it and to spread it. With a small team of people, we formulated a basic
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syllabus focussing largely on spiritual growth, prepared a few notes that would take us through
a couple of months, and in the summer of 2006 launched the program with forty participants.
Its success came as a surprise even to me. Within a few weeks those participating were
testifying about the tremendous growth they were attaining spiritually and the confidence they
had already begun to develop to take the Gospel to others. By the end of the six months they
were clamoring for more and we expanded the “syllabus” to cover another six months, including
subjects like apologetics and contemplative meditation.
By the end of the year, with none of the enthusiasm dampened (and only two drop-outs),
we began putting together material for a second year, while simultaneously launching another
school nearly 2,000 kilometers away in Mumbai. We wanted to know if the program could be
transported across cultures and countries. We discovered it could, which encouraged us to start
more of what are now called the HSI Schools of Discipleship in other cities in India, UAE and
USA. The ninth School of Discipleship opened in Calgary, Canada in October last year. It has eighty
students from twenty different cultural extractions! The tenth School is due to open shortly in
the combined dioceses of Barbados and St. Vincent in the Caribbean.
The increasing popularity of what is on offer, largely influenced by the tremendous need
that exists in the Church for such formation, has prompted us to make the School portable so
that any parish or community interested in doing this program can do it with relative ease. To
this effect we have broken up the syllabus into twelve bite-sized modules of six sessions each.
(You will find details of this at the end of this book.) This allows the parish priest or community
leader tremendous flexibility in implementing the program.
I pray that you will benefit from this study as others have benefitted from it and that you will
share the wealth of knowledge that you receive with others, especially those who do not know
Jesus.
May the Spirit always be with you.
							Aneel Aranha
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WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?
You hold in your hand all you need to conduct the module on Spiritual Growth: a book, which
you are now reading; and a DVD, which is in a pouch at the back of the book. The module has
been designed to be extremely easy to use, but before we get to using it, it might help to get
an idea of what this is all about.

Introduction
This module is the first in a set of modules that comprise the HSI School of Discipleship, a
program intended to help people on the journey of discipleship that all Christians are called
to travel.
It begins with an introductory retreat held over three evenings called the HSI Discipleship
Program. The Discipleship Program (see Appendix for more information) covers four subjects
that are fundamental to the faith—Repentance, Forgiveness, Surrender and Prayer—before
culminating in an invitation to become (or grow as) a disciple of Christ through the School of
Discipleship. Students in the School are taught about the Catholic faith, how to live it and how
to share it with others.
The School is targeted at those who truly desire to walk the Christian path because students
will have to engage in a lot of prayer, study, sharing and outreach—all of which is monitored
through a system of mutual accountability—and those who aren’t serious will find the going too
difficult. Those who are serious, however, will soon discover (as others have already discovered)
that the School will help them to grow spiritually, provide a tremendous learning experience,
and help uncover gifts and talents that many may never know they had—and the opportunity
to use them! Most importantly though, students will learn how to fulfill Jesus’ primary command
to love one another in a communal atmosphere. For this reason, the School is more commonly
referred to as a Community. It is for this reason you need to do this study in a group, although
you could do it independently and still learn a lot, should you so desire.
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Duration and Modus Operandi
The School of Discipleship contains several bite-sized modules on a variety of subjects ranging
from faith issues and contemplative prayer to Scripture and apologetics.
Each module has six sessions which are held over a duration of six weeks. Meetings are held
once a week on a suitable day at a suitable location, usually in a parish setting.
The duration of each meeting is approximately three hours with a brief break for snacks. The
meetings begin with a brief period of prayer and end with a fellowship meal. The main body of
the meetings consists of a video presentation followed by a time of group sharing.
At the end of each module, there can be a break for a week before starting the next module,
although we suggest this break be spent with each other in an outing or some group activity
like visiting the sick or feeding the homeless to increase bonding between students.

Commitment
Students have to commit themselves for a period of a year to the School and although there is
no penalty if one drops out in the middle, we expect students to be people of honor.
The reason the commitment is required is because students are paired up to be Accountability
Partners and are also teamed up in small groups. Anyone leaving in the middle would disrupt
the entire system.
People cannot join in the middle of the program either, for the same reason mentioned
earlier — they would disrupt the system — but more so because they would not be able to fully
comprehend advanced lessons if they have missed the preceding lessons.

Syllabus
The first module on Growing in Faith begins with an understanding of what Discipleship
means, leading up to helping students establish disciplined prayer lives and study time, as well
as encouraging students to get into the habit of sharing and reaching out to others. The second
module looks at the story of Salvation. The third takes an in-depth look at the Holy Spirit,
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without whom we cannot be disciples, much less make disciples of others. The fourth module
takes an equally deep look at the Word of God. The fifth module examines how we can Deepen
our Faith while the sixth teaches us how to put on The Armor of God.
These modules are interspersed with special workshops that help students discover the gifts
that God has blessed them with (like leading people in worship, teaching or preaching), and
showing them how to use their gifts to grow his kingdom.

What Comes Next?
At the end of these modules, which take about a year to complete, students can leave to pursue
their own individual calling. Those interested in learning more, however, can continue their studies
for an additional year in more advanced subjects such as apologetics, as well as actively engage
themselves in ministry to help grow the Church. After the second year, there is an advanced
set of modules on theology available for those who want to continue their education further.
And with that all that dealt with, we return to the subject topic: How do we get started?

How Do We Get Started?
In the Very Beginning
1. Compile a database of students. You should have
the following information:
- Name
- Address
- Contact Number(s)
- E-mail Address
- Sex
- Age

www.holyspiritinteractive.org

It’s for everybody!
The HSI School of Discipleship is for
everybody, young and old. Children
love it and benefit from it as much as
adults do, if not more. Young adults
appreciate the School as well, enjoying
the challenge it presents. Consequently,
families should be encouraged to attend
and grow together as Disciples.
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2. Inform students of the venue, date and time of the meeting
via e-mail or SMS. The location, day of the week and timing
of the meetings should preferably be unchanged for the
duration of the course, or at least the duration of the module.
3. Also inform those attending that they need to carry with
them their Bibles along with a notebook and pen.
4. Make sure everything is set up well in time. This is a checklist
of things you will need to tick off to ensure things are ready:
q Adequate seating
q Laptop to play the video DVD
q Projector (especially if the number of people is large)
q Refreshments and food (tea/coffee and meal)
q Sound equipment (speaker and microphones)
q Music (and someone to play it!)
The Running Order of Things
1. Prayer (30 minutes)
Begin with a time of prayer. In the course of the School
all students will be trained in leading worship, but in the
interim find someone used to leading worship, preferably
with accompanying music.
2. Video (30 minutes)
The DVD included in this book has six talks corresponding to
the subjects in this book. Play the relevant session, projecting
it on a screen through a projector if possible.
3. Group Discussion (45 minutes)
There are Discussion Questions at the end of each section
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Accountability Partners
Two are better than one, because
they have a good reward for their toil.
10
For if they fall, one will lift up his
fellow; but woe to him who is alone
when he falls and has not another
to lift him up.
Eccl 1:9

At the end of this module, each person
needs to have an Accountability
Partner, someone he/she will be
accountable to, and someone he/
she will be accountable for. It is
this accountability that contributes
in a large measure for the growth
students achieve.
Partners need to call each other
every day and update the other
on the progress they are making,
sharing the struggles they face in
fulfilling the requirements as per
the Spiritual Growth worksheet,
and encouraging and uplifting each
other. Conversations should be
short and to-the-point. If further
help is needed speak to the leader
of the group or the group’s Spiritual
Director. Every group needs a
Spiritual Director.
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in this book. Spend some time discussing these questions with other students. If there are
many students, break up into smaller groups. Ideally, there shouldn’t be more than 4 people
in a group (6 if it includes small children) so that everybody gets an opportunity to share.
Students should be advised at the start of the session not to monopolize the discussion time.
4. Closing Prayer (5 minutes)
At the end of the group discussion, everybody stands, forms a circle and prays holding hands.
The prayer should be short. After the prayer, everybody sings the HSI Anthem, Let There Be
Love. (See Appendix for Lyrics and Score).
5. Fellowship Meal (30 minutes)
Keep the Menu Simple
The meeting should always conclude with a meal in true
The menu for the meal need not be
apostolic tradition (see Acts 2:42), even though this takes
lavish. The idea of having a meal is to
improve bonding between students, not
some planning and effort. For the first session (or couple
to partake in a feast. Bread, rice or pasta,
of sessions) the leader takes responsibility for ensuring
one meat dish, one vegetable dish and
there is food on the table. At the end of the session, s/he
a simple dessert is more than enough
can invite one (or more) of the students to volunteer to
fare, and wouldn’t be too burdersome
get the food for the following week.
for four people to prepare.
IMPORTANT
At the end of Module 1, Accountability Partners (see Box) are assigned, partnered according
to gender, and teams are formed comprising sets of Accountability Partners. The size of the
teams depends on the overall size of the School. The School needs to have between 8 and
80 students to work effectively. If there are 8 people, form two teams of four people each;
if 80 people, form ten teams of eight people each. The teams take turns to prepare food
for future sessions. The team preparing food for a particular week will also help set up the
place and clear up after the session is over, something that always needs to be done with
meticulousness, regardless of whether the setting is a parish hall or a private residence.
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